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 RainMail Basics



 What is RainMail?



 What is RainMail?

Rainmaker’s built-in, fully integrated email 
marketing service. (Your first 999 subscribers are 

included with your Rainmaker account.)



 How do I set up RainMail?



 How do I set up RainMail?

To get started, go to Settings > Email to set up 
your RainMail account.
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 How do I get help with RainMail?

For every feature we discuss, and every use case we 
show, there are detailed instructions in the 

Knowledge Base for how to do it. 

To get help, you can always email 
support@rainmakerplatform.com as well. (Certain 

requests will be referred to our Services team.)

mailto:support@rainmakerplatform.com?subject=


 FAQs



 With the addition of RainMail and LMS, can 
you give us a sense of the strategic direction in 

which you're taking the Rainmaker Platform?  

For example, who is your target audience for 
Rainmaker and what needs do you see them 

having? Is it bloggers, internet marketers, 
infopreneurs, small business owners, etc...?



 Strategic Direction

Rainmaker is an all-in-one, integrated digital 
marketing and sales solution that empowers 

you to do what you need to do to build an 
audience, convert customers, and earn 
higher profits (with fewer headaches).



Target Audience

Anyone who wants to use content 
marketing to sell services, digital 

products, and subscriptions.



Is there any easy way to switch from my 
current email provider and maintain all my 

segmentation, tags, forms, etc., without 
having to do it all manually?

Will subscribers need to reconfirm?



Is there any easy way to switch from my 
current email provider and maintain all my 

segmentation, tags, forms, etc., without 
having to do it all manually?

Contact services@rainmakerplatform.com

Will subscribers need to reconfirm?
NO



 How does RainMail compare to 
other email marketing providers? 



• RainMail gives you everything in one dashboard.

The RainMail Difference
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• RainMail gives you everything in one dashboard.
• RainMail is an integrated solution — email with content, 

landing pages, membership, marketing automation, and more 
… all in one.

• RainMail allows you to have subscribers and members — and 
give them adaptable, personalized experiences.

• RainMail allows you to adapt content in emails based on 
membership levels and tags.

• RainMail is a cost-effective solution that delivers the 
essential email marketing features you need.

The RainMail Difference



It seems like ConvertKit is a more powerful service 
and already integrates with Rainmaker. So, what's 
the advantage of using RainMail over something 

like ConvertKit? 

Why the choice of FeedBlitz as the backend for 
RainMail vs. ConvertKit? Seems like CovertKit is 

way more in alignment with Rainmaker both on 
functionality and philosophy.



Can actions and segmenting be triggered by 
clicked links within an email and when an email 

is or is not opened? 

Can marketing automation formulas be be used 
for people who are not registered on the site?



Can actions and segmenting be triggered by 
clicked links within an email and when an email 

is or is not opened? 

Can marketing automation formulas be be used 
for people who are not registered on the site?

 Not yet … but soon



You can see all of your RainMail lists across 
your different Rainmaker sites that have 

RainMail activated. Are they billed separately 
though?



You can see all of your RainMail lists across 
your different Rainmaker sites that have 

RainMail activated. Are they billed separately 
though?

No … You can access your RainMail account 
across different sites, but you are billed once.



If the same subscriber is subscribed to multiple 
lists (within the same site), are they counted as 

multiple subscribers or one subscriber with 
regards to billing?



If the same subscriber is subscribed to multiple 
lists (within the same site), are they counted as 

multiple subscribers or one subscriber with 
regards to billing?

 The same email address on multiple lists is 
counted as one total subscriber for billing purposes.



Can the opt-in confirmation email 
be customized?



Can the opt-in confirmation email 
be customized?

 This is in the works and coming in a 
future Rainmaker Platform update.



Can you go over some design stuff? 

Right now I have two different needs for my messages. 
For one list, I'd like to have regular ole' plain-looking 
emails. For the other list, I'd like to do some fancy-

pants stuff like Brian does with further.net. Any way to 
accomplish this? Having two different designs?



Can you go over some design stuff? 

Right now I have two different needs for my messages. 
For one list, I'd like to have regular ole' plain-looking 
emails. For the other list, I'd like to do some fancy-
pants stuff like Brian does with Further. Any way to 
accomplish this? Having two different designs?

Yes! How about three … ? ;-)







Quick live design demo …



How can I add padding around my RainMail images? 

Add this to your <img> tag using the HTML editor: 

style=“padding: XXpx;”









 Any chance we'll be able to assign a RainMail list 
to the Opt-in Form Widget in the near future?



 Any chance we'll be able to assign a RainMail list 
to the Opt-in Form Widget in the near future?

You can already assign a RainMail list to a Content 
Area (widget) using Forms.









Seems like people signing up for a free membership on my site will 
still have to double-opt-in (i.e. very easy for people to set up an 

account w/o getting onto the mailing list) with RainMail and sounds 
likely that won't change. Any chance this will be resolved in the 

future?
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Unlikely — and remember: only brand new email addresses must 
double opt-in. So a subscriber who becomes a member (or a 

prospect who becomes a customer) won’t have to.



Seems like people signing up for a free membership on my site will 
still have to double-opt-in (i.e. very easy for people to set up an 

account w/o getting onto the mailing list) with RainMail and sounds 
likely that won't change. Any chance this will be resolved in the 

future?

Unlikely — and remember: only brand new email addresses must 
double opt-in. So a subscriber who becomes a member (or a 

prospect who becomes a customer) won’t have to. This double opt-
in requirement is part of the reason why RainMail deliverability 

is so high.



I'd really like a step-by-step outline of how 
Brian uses RainMail to broadcast his weekly 

newsletters (e.g., further.net) to his list.





Also, imagine the scenario where Brian published additional 
posts on further.net during the week -- but only wanted his 

list to get the regular, once-a-week post (i.e. not all the posts 
in his RSS feed). Is this possible? 



Also, imagine the scenario where Brian published additional 
posts on further.net during the week -- but only wanted his 

list to get the regular, once-a-week post (i.e. not all the posts 
in his RSS feed). Is this possible? 

Yes!







 Use Cases and Examples



 Can you cover some basic 
use cases?
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 Chris’s Use Case
1. Set up a newsletter tag so only items marked “newsletter” are sent to 

subscribers automatically 
2. Set up a free membership product (Robot Course) as his sign-up incentive. 

They get tagged as “members” and use the same list. 
3. He can then use Autoresponder (AR) criteria to send the Robot stuff in the 

AR to either get them to sign up or to get them to engage with it
4. Using Marketing Automation he will make the lesson drip emails start when 

they actually engage with it
5. Finally, have a tag on the blog post that contains the 3D printing quiz 

and put that in the AR, so when they check it out he can see how 
effective the quiz was at getting interest.



Creating a Selective Blog 
Broadcast Email Feed







Generic Autoresponder



Tag as Member on Registration 





Same List as Blog



Use AR Criteria!



Tagging People Interested in 
3D Printing Via Quiz
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 Jerod’s Use Case

1. Maintain a newsletter-only option, but start encouraging audience to 
register for membership (which includes newsletter).

2. Have two separate Autoresponder series, but never allow one email 
address to receive both simultaneously.

3. Include Deal of the Week posts as part of membership, but keep it 
separate so members can unsubscribe but still get other member 
emails.

4. Use [show_to] and [hide_from] shortcodes on premium blog content to 
increase perceived value and drive registrations.

5. Use Marketing Automation to delight members based on their 
actions.



Subscriber List / Member List



Pushing Membership



Pushing Membership





Two Autoresponders



Two Autoresponders



Two Autoresponders

Can’t be on both autoresponders at the same time!





Alternative: One AR for members and non-members



Deal of the Week



Deal of the Week



Deal of the Week



Exclusive Content



Exclusive Content



Use MA to Delight Members



Use MA to Delight Members



 What will your use case be?



 LFAQs



So does RainMail mean I can now use the platform for my own 
domain's business email now? I run it from my current email server 
through SpamArrest to Outlook to stop spam and would love to have 

everything in one place (still would use SpamArrest…).



So does RainMail mean I can now use the platform for my own 
domain's business email now? I run it from my current email server 
through SpamArrest to Outlook to stop spam and would love to have 

everything in one place (still would use SpamArrest…).

RainMail is for email marketing, and you can send emails from your 
business email address (e.g. yourname@yourdomain.com). But 

RainMail does not replace your inbox, and you still need to choose an 
email provider when you set up your domain. Many people use 

GoogleApps, for example.

mailto:yourname@yourdomain.com


In a few limited tests, it seems that the default setting of my RainMail 
broadcast emails go directly to Spam, or "Promotions" in the Gmail tab. 
Is there something I can do on my end to improve deliverability? 
(Other than create awesome content that people want and will sign up 

for, that's a given!) 



In a few limited tests, it seems that the default setting of my RainMail 
broadcast emails go directly to Spam, or "Promotions" in the Gmail tab. 
Is there something I can do on my end to improve deliverability? 
(Other than create awesome content that people want and will sign up 

for, that's a given!) 

Action must be taken at the subscriber level, but you can provide 
clear instructions that show your subscribers what to do.

Example: http://assemblycall.com/go/rainmail-webinar/









I enjoy using OptinMonster for visitor-led actions to opt 
in. Is there any roadmap for this or a workaround so I 
can start using Rainmail over MailChimp for the site?



I enjoy using OptinMonster for visitor-led actions to opt 
in. Is there any roadmap for this or a workaround so I 
can start using Rainmail over Mailchimp for the site?

Full SumoMe integration is coming in the future, plus 
Rainmaker has a built-in popup feature.









Is there a quick and easy way to schedule the 
web post of your newsletter to the site and 

then import into your newsletter 
autoresponder? (Same formatting, etc.)



Is there a quick and easy way to schedule the 
web post of your newsletter to the site and 

then import into your newsletter 
autoresponder? (Same formatting, etc.)

Yes. (Just be careful with email formatting.)









If someone unsubscribes does it unsubscribe them 
from every group/tag they are a part of (under the 
account) or just that particular newsletter/group?



If someone unsubscribes does it unsubscribe them 
from every group/tag they are a part of (under the 
account) or just that particular newsletter/group?

Just that particular subscription.







How does someone "manage their subscriptions”?



How does someone "manage their subscriptions”?

There is not a built-in way yet, but you can create 
subscription management for members using 

Marketing Automation (and this will soon work for non-
member subscribers too).







Is there an easy way to have someone select more than 
one "group" to subscribe to? Or do you have to onboard 

them and then use the Marketing Integration (Formulas) and/
or other opt-in forms if you want to give them choices (daily 

email verses weekly overview review, etc)?



Is there an easy way to have someone select more than 
one "group" to subscribe to? Or do you have to onboard 

them and then use the Marketing Integration (Formulas) and/
or other opt-in forms if you want to give them choices (daily 

email verses weekly overview review, etc)?

If they are a member, use link IDs and Marketing 
Automation, as in previous example.



Can a RainMail mailing list be exported as a CSV file or to Excel? 



Can a RainMail mailing list be exported as a CSV file or to Excel? 

Yes. Right now, this is done by contacting support 
(support@rainmakerplatform.com). It will be built into the 

dashboard in a future Platform release.

mailto:support@rainmakerplatform.com


Can RainMail be used to create and track "transactional" emails, in addition to 
bulk emails and autoresponders? For example, what about one-on-one email 
conversations with a particular customer regarding such things as questions or 
comments or complaints about content, courses, or other individual, ad hoc, un-

plannable matters?

On the other hand, if I have to use my own personal email system (e.g., Gmail) for 
that, do you have any suggestions for best practices for coordinating between these 
other email conversations and RainMail, tracking opens and clicks the way RainMail 

does, seeing sequences of events in the relationship, etc?

The bottom line is that I want to have a complete picture of my relationship with all of 
my subscribers, prospects, customers, and collaborators, all in one place. How can 
RainMail help me to achieve that, and how does it fit into a bigger picture of 

contact management?



Next actions
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Next actions
1. Set up your RainMail account — first 999 subscribers free.
2. Migrate your lists — contact services@rainmakerplatform.com.
3. Work on your design — send yourself test emails to preview it live 

in an email client.
4. Create your first tags — for “prospects” and “customers.”
5. Create an autoresponder.
6. Add a form or membership checkout page to your site and 

start building your RainMail list(s)!

mailto:services@rainmakerplatform.com?subject=


http://newrainmaker.com

